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Here you can find the menu of Dante's Pizza And Pasta in Dallas. At the moment, there are 16 dishes and drinks
on the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Melissa Johnson likes about Dante's Pizza

And Pasta:
I absolutely love this place!! I'm new to the area and I've eaten there 3 times in a row!!! (Don't judge me ? The
spaghetti and meat sauce is to die for, I've had it 2 out out the 3 times. The pizza is hot and cheesy!Plenty of

sitting and polite staff. Oh and the salads are super fresh!!! read more. The rooms in the restaurant are
wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, and there is

complimentary WLAN. What Kelsey F doesn't like about Dante's Pizza And Pasta:
Hopes this place would be great instead I got salmon picatta with extra sauce (because I like saucy pasta) when
my husband got home with it the sauce was just butter with a slight lemon taste and the salmon still had the skin
on. I tried to call him in thinking maybe they had a new cook or something and all they could say was yes salmon
has a skin. Umm yeah, I know it does, but in my 39 years of eating Italian food a... read more. In Dante's Pizza
And Pasta, a restaurant that serves Italian menus in Dallas, you can expect original Italian cuisine, including

classics like pizza and pasta, A catering service offered by the restaurant allows you to eat the meals at home or
at the festival. Naturally, they also offer you with crisply crunchy pizza, baked straight from the oven in traditional

style.
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Salad�
HOUSE SALAD

Mai� course�
LASAGNA

Sauce�
MEAT SAUCE

Cocktai�
MARGARITA

Neighborhoo� Burger�
THE CLASSIC

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

Past�
PASTA SALAD

ALFREDO

CHICKEN ALFREDO

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

PEPPERONI

CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

SPAGHETTI

PASTA

SALAD
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